Air-crane Operations
Aerial Work Solutions
For when your best solution is up in the air...

- Operative in High & Hot conditions
- Easy to fly
- Resistant
- Proven worldwide
- Time & cost saving
AS350® B3e
The multi-mission performer

Airbus Helicopters’ AS350 B3e is known the world over for its outstanding performance, ideal for aerial work missions, especially in mountainous terrain and high & hot conditions.

The aircraft’s flexible design allows for quick configuration changes and adaptation with a wide range of equipment and STCs such as:

- **Load indicator**
- **Cargo swing**
- **VEMD®:** Vehicle engine monitoring display with first limit indicator (FLI)

**AS350 B3e**
Cargo swing load capacity
1,400 kg / 3,086 lb
The versatile EC130 T2 is ready to take on a variety of aerial work missions thanks to an increased external load capacity and an array of new optional equipment.

**EC130 T2**
External load capacity: 1,500 kg / 3,307 lb
Airbus Helicopters’ proven Super Puma family offers a wide range of solutions for heavy-lift (up to 4,750 kg / 10,474 lb) operations.

The AS332® C1e medium weight twin-engine helicopter (9-ton class) boasts not only fast cruising speeds and long range, but also an outstanding capability to lift heavy loads.

The EC225® (11-ton class) is the first helicopter in the world to be C-class EASA certified.
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